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“At Bloomberg, we are rapidly deploying new services and are looking for an open source cloud
architecture that is enterprise ready and can scale. We are excited about what OpenStack offers
our cloud infrastructure.” Justin Erenkrantz, head of compute architecture, Bloomberg LP
“With Cloud for All, Intel is ensuring that containers and distributed systems are fully optimized
for underlying infrastructure helping to accelerate enterprise adoption.” Alex Polvi, CEO,
CoreOS
"Mesosphere DCOS delivers a scalable datacenter stack built around the same technology that
powers Twitter, Apple's Siri, and Airbnb. Intel's Cloud for All initiative is focused on ensuring
the right standards and optimization are in place to deliver solutions that meet the exacting
requirements of enterprises, and we’re excited to collaborate with Intel to deliver Mesosphere
DCOS solutions to the market.” Florian Leibert, co-founder and CEO, Mesosphere
"Open source is the future of cloud computing, and a strategic advantage for companies looking
to win in the software economy. Businesses leverage OpenStack to reduce costs and gain agility.
Mirantis plans to support Intel's Cloud for All initiative by making OpenStack robust, cohesive
and easy to use.” Boris Renski, chief marketing officer add co-founder, Mirantis
"Intel and Rackspace have found a creative approach toward solving a persistent challenge. By
working together, new enterprise features will be added to the upstream code, which will benefit
all users of the software.” Jonathan Bryce, executive director of the OpenStack Foundation
“Enterprise adoption of cloud will be driven by accelerating feature delivery and making
deployment and management simple. As the co-founders of OpenStack, we are excited to
collaborate with Intel and the OpenStack community to help strengthen the enterprise
capabilities of OpenStack through our joint training, recruiting, and upstream engineering
efforts." Scott Crenshaw, senior vice president of Product and Strategy, Rackspace
"Enterprises require an easy button for cloud solution deployment. Intel is bringing together the
right players across the cloud ecosystem with the Cloud for All initiative, and we look forward to
continued collaboration to accelerate enterprise deployment.” Jeff Dickey, chief innovation
officer, Redapt
“With the introduction of Linux in the mid-90s, open source initiatives have revolutionized the
technology industry many times over. By taking an open approach to solving the gaps within the
hybrid cloud technology stack, Intel will help the entire community accelerate adoption across
nearly every type of cloud provider. Red Hat is pleased to back the Cloud for All initiative and
will work closely with Intel and the industry to open thousands of new clouds.” Paul Cormier,
president, Products and Technologies, Red Hat.

